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Welcome to the Westmill Sustainable 
Energy Trust or WeSET! 
 
Sustainable energy is energy that comes 
from a source that will not run out or cause 
lasting damage to the environment. 
 

Movement from the 
wind, and heat and light 
from the Sun are clean, 
renewable sources of 
energy! 

 Did you know that another name for 
the Sun is Sol? This is where we get 
the term ‘solar system’.  Sol was also 
the name of the Roman god of the Sun. 
 
Sun Facts! 

♥ The Sun is actually a star 
♥ It is almost perfectly spherical  
♥ Light from the Sun takes 8 minutes 

to reach us on Earth 

‘A visit to Westmill’ 

Look at the two images below closely and see if you can spot the differences.   
TIP: Look closely, there are 10 differences to find! 
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Westmill farm contains 5 wind turbines 
and 21,620 solar panels which together 
produce enough to power over 4000 
homes! 
 
Did you know that wind-powered 
machines have been used to grind grain 
and pump water for over 2000 years? 
 
The energy that 
comes from the 
movement of the 
wind is called 
kinetic energy. 
 
Our five turbines 
were named by 
children from local 
schools. 
 
If you were to name a turbine what 
would you call it? “I name this 
turbine………….....................................” 
 
An acrostic poem is a poem where the 
first or last letters of each word or 
sentence make another word.   
 
Here is an example: 
 
Summer is my favourite time 
Underneath your warm rays 
Never wanting it to end 
 

 Try the Westmill Word Search! 
Look closely and see if you can find 12 
words associated with wind and solar power 
in the word search below. TIP: Look in all 
directions! 
 

 

 
 
See what you can come up with using the 
letters from the word ‘wind’ as your 
inspiration! 
 
 

Have a go at colouring in the stained-glass window design on the next page.  

Think about how you use colour and remember, it is a celebration of sunshine and wind! 
Tweet us your finished picture @WeSETeducate 
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